
THE PLOUGHMAN'S GUIDE TO FIELD MEASUREMENT 

 

Many of the following units of measurement date back to Anglo Saxon (AS) times.  

If we compare these units to modern feet and inches -  

An AS foot is equivalent to 13.2 modern inches 

A rod measures 15 AS feet or 16.5 modern feet 

A furlong is equivalent to 600 AS feet or 660 modern feet. 

 

 

In Medieval times, a statute was issued -  

The Composition of Yards and Perches dated 1266 - 1303 

This statute decreed that -  

12 inches make 1 foot, 3 feet make 1 yard, 5 yards and a half make a perch, 

 and 40 perches in length and 4 in breadth make an acre. 

In this statute, the perch is used as a measurement of length (equivalent to a rod or pole).   

Sometimes it was used as a measure of area (1 perch x 1 perch).  

 

To prevent confusion, the perch will only be used as a measurement of area in this document.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

 

ACRE 

The word "aecer originally meant "open field". 

An acre was long and narrow as turning the plough and oxen was difficult 

It was the area that could be ploughed by one man and one yoke of oxen in one day . 

An acre is also a measurement of area 

An acre equalled 4 roods, vis  -  

 

 

  

 

             <---------------------------------An acre was one furlong long-----------------------------------------> 

     and 4 rods wide 

An acre was equal to - 

10 square chains 

 160 square rods (i.e. 4 x 40 rods) 

160 perches 

 

ROOD (or STANG or STONG) 

An rood was a measurement of area 

 A rood measured - 

 40  perches 

 40 square rods 

A rood was 
1
/4 of an acre, vis -  

<-------------------------------------------A rood was 10 chains long (1 furlong)--------------------------------------> 

 

 - and one rod wide 



PERCH 

A perch was a measurement of area 

A perch was a square rod 

A perch measured 5 x 5 AS yards 

A perch measures  5 
1
/2  x 5 

1
/2  yards 

 

 

FURLONG 

A furlong (or stade) is a measurement of length 

It was the length of a furrow that could be ploughed by an team of oxen without resting and turning 

A furlong equalled -  

10 chains 

660 ft 

600 AS feet 

220 yards 

200 AS yards 

40 rods 

1/8 
th

 of a mile 

 

 

ROD  or POLE  

(Also known as a perch, but this word was also used as a measurement of area - see above) 

A rod was a measurement of length 

A rod was the length of an ox-goad  

A rod was the length of a military pike 

A rod used as a measure had a hook at one end and an eye at the other so several rods could be 

linked together 

 



A rod equalled -  

5  
1
/2  yards 

5 AS  yards 

16  
1
/2  feet 

15 AS feet 

 1/40 
th

 of a furlong 

1/4 of a chain 

The rod was a traditional Saxon land measure and survives in twentieth century. It had originally been 

defined as the total length of the left feet of the first sixteen men to leave church on Sunday morning. 

 

 

 

 

Determination of the rod, using the length of the left foot of 16 randomly chosen people coming 

from church service. Woodcut published in the book Geometrei by Jacob Kobel (Frankfurt, c. 1536). 

 



CHAIN 

A chain was a measurement of length 

A chain equalled -  

60 AS feet 

66 feet 

20 AS yards 

22 yards 

4 rods 

1
/10 

th 
of a furlong 

 

On a larger scale -  

 

OXGANG or BOVATE 

An oxgang was a measurement of area 

An oxgang measured 15 acres 

An oxgang was the area of land that could be tilled by one ox in one ploughing season 

 

A VIRGATE or YARD LAND was the area of land that could be tilled by a pair of oxen in one season (2 

oxgangs)  

 

A CARUCATE,  HIDE,  PLOUGHGATE  or  PENNYLAND  -  

 

was the area of land that could be tilled by a team of 8 oxen in one season (8 oxgangs)  
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